The first written evidence of Siberian folk dance dates back to the 17-18 th centuries (Zuev, 1947; Ides, Brand, 1967) . These researches describe some hunting dances ("Blackcock dance", "Bear saltation"), indissolubly connected with their origin of a magical ritual. They appeared when the ancestors of today's Buryats were the so-called "forest people" engaged in hunting, fishing, gathering herbs and edible plants. As noticed by O. Buksikova, "opinions of modern researchers on the "genetic roots" of the dance match in two main points. The first one is that the dance is a part of emotional experience expressed in plastic movements used to shape and express the sensation of belonging to the surrounding world. The second is that the dance appeared in the ancient period of human history, performed to the rhythm of primitive drums, had a ritual and symbolic meaning even back then" (Buksikova, 2009: 49) . Dancers imitated behaviour of animals and hunters they observed in real life. The magical ritual preceding hunting had a certain meaning: people did not just prepare to attack the object of their hunt; they performed the act of hunting in an advanced, look-ahead way, pre-determining the future success (that is where the "training dance" term by V. Romm originates from (Romm, 1998) ).
In his work "Early forms of religion", based on the social purpose of magical rituals, S. Tokarev outlines the following classes of magic: malicious, military, sexual, hunting, meteorological, and other "secondary" ones. On the basis of psychological concepts, the researcher also suggests the classification of types of magic:
contact, cathartic, verbal, initiating, imitating, apotropaic (Tokarev, 1990: 426-501) . However, he remarks: "…It would be wrong to expect the magical acts to be strictly divided into classes and types of any classification system. In many cases magical rituals demonstrate a combination of two, three or even more different principles.
Such rituals belong to combined types" (Tokarev, 1990: 432) . Based on the classification created by S. Tokarev, each ritual is defined twice, by belonging to a certain class and type of magic: "It is convenient to do with a special conventional code in the form of a fraction,
where the nominator indicates the class, and the denominator shows the type of the magical ritual" (Tokarev, 1990: 438) . Thus, the dances described above originated from the ritual which can be described as hunting/imitating.
One of the most ancient dances of Buryatia
are the military fight-dances, a sort of "military"
magic. This type may be classified both as "contact", "imitating" or "initiating" magic (military/contact+imitating+initiating).
It was extremely meaningful that in the past all members of the community participated in such rituals. First of all, it brought people to learning the laws of the community, getting some practical skills, developing common strategy and tactics, especially if the rituals were associated with some labour processes or military campaigns. People learned the entire ritual and its separate elements, mastered the choreographic elements and their sequence since the earliest age. "Psychologically, the massive theatrical performance aided development of the "collective conscience" as a single entity" (Gerasimova, 1988: 53) , while the synchronized hypnotizing rhythmic moves created a specific "psychic medium" (Gerasimova, 1988: 53) .
According to one of the hypotheses (as explained by V. Romm (Romm, 1998) ), dance had appeared long before the human learned how to speak. In the ancient types, mimic, gestures and moves served as a substitute for speech. For this reason, rhythmically organized dancing moves acted as an important means of communication.
Even after people had mastered speech, "…the system of totemic taboos became widely spread:
many things were forbidden to say out loud <…>.
All this maintained the significance <…> of training-dances" (Romm, 1998: 115) .
In the ancient times, various folklore genres were not differentiated from the syncretic whole. They were naturally included into the Tungus, Turkic, and Mongolian, became a comic performance. It is described in works by V. Naidakova (Naidakova, 1985) , T. Gergesova (Gergesova, 1974) , D. Dugarov (Dugarov, 1991) .
"The dancers make a roundelay circle, with one girl (female blackcock) and two lads (male blackcocks) standing in the centre. All together, they hunker down and imitate the spring call of the birds. The "males" huff and puff, sprawl out, wave their hands as if they were wings, lift the bottoms of their coats imitating open wings and fanned tails of the birds <…>. In the last lines of each verse, the lads come together, and, making the "kish kish kish" sound, push each other with their shoulders, trying to knock each other down.
The one who falls leaves the circle and chooses a new "grouse" from the roundelay and takes his place" (Dugarov, Kunitsyn, 1997: 373-374 ).
As we see from the description, each dancer played a certain role, creating a sort of performance, which is the basic distinctive feature of theatrical act. Lightness, rhythm of the dancers' moves, the precision in reproduction of birds' behaviour pleased the spectators. Their reaction stimulated the dancers, pushing them to making up new and new moves. Therefore, there appears another important factor, which is the contact of actors and spectators.
Buryat folklore tradition includes a large number of dance-games, pantomimegames. Those are "The bear game", "Hide the mitten" described in the book by T. Gergesova (Gergesova, 1974) , "Hide the gold" (a specific analogue of the Russian game "Golden ring, come out at the porch"), "Find the awl and scissors", "Tame the wild horse", comic game "The mocking bird", "Wit contest" studied thoroughly by V. Naidakova (Naidakova, 1985) , "Kerchief", "White tree", "Surkharban" holiday games analysed in works by I. Tugutov (Tugutov, 1989) ,
A.-D. Shagdaron and B.-D. Ochirov (Shagdaron, Ochirov, 1909) .
Buryat games and rituals everyone could take part in are a real "theatre-for-itself", just like the whole life of the community is "life-for- Shamans stand out from the group for with their observance, emotionality, expressiveness, ability for hypnosis and self-hypnosis, improvisation, acting and musical skills: "Shaman rituals can attract great audience even with one shaman's actions (improvisations depend on the variety of situations…)" (Dugarov, 1991: 147). V. Inkizhinov noticed "true dramaturgy, creation of lyrics and immediate performance by the author, the actor of the religious theatre" in shaman's rituals (Inkizhinov, 1929: 51) . However, shaman's performance cannot be considered to be just a theatrical act, for the shaman, first of all, serves as a minister of religion and uses theatrical or even circus techniques to enhance the expression and strengthen the religious faith of the people: "And since it does not appear strange to us that the ministers of the church (such as, for instance, vagrant dwarfs) played a great role in the development of the Medieval theatre, since we include some religious pieces, such as The Play of Daniel, into the history of Russian theatre, we should give the shamans a certain place in the theatre evolution as well…" (Avdeev, 1959: 168) .
The descriptions of shamanistic rituals present in modern literature prove that the dancing skills of the "cosmic travellers" were quite advanced.
In the diversity of theatrical and choreographic traditions of the Buryats special interest is caused by yokhor, often mentioned in the national epos. Yokhor is a syncretic ancient kind of a folk dance, which can be compared, for example, with Slavic roundelay dances. The term yokhor as a name for the game and its main chorus word is also common for Evenki, Dolgans, Yakuts. D. Dugarov suggests that the word yokhor meaning "up", "ascend" was adopted from Old Uygur language (Dugarov, 1991) . Yokhor is the only roundelay dance found in the culture of Mongolian speaking nations. In the subject-locative code of yokhor, the centre, marked with various attributes, such as a bonfire, a tethering post, a pole, a mountain, a tree, some food, a fireplace, or a cart, bears a sacral meaning. (Dugarov, 1991: 64) .
Later, the final part of the shaman initiation ritual, the roundelay dance, lost its connection with the ritual and began being performed separately.
According to the informers, in the ancient times yokhor was begun by eight, or, according to other sources, by nine young lads (the number of children of Khukhedey Mergen, the
Thunder God). As D. Dugarov remarks, the
Buryat myth claims that they had been sent to the Earth with the mission to bring farriery to people and to ascend back to the skies after it is complete. All this (including the quotation from B.E. Petri) seems to prove that the Buryats had never had a special tradition of a dance started by elderly people. However, it is known that in different rituals a certain meaning was borne by the age group that performed yokhor dance. D. Nikolaeva believes that the roundelay performance by elderly people is associated with a "connection between the ancestors and the successors, the deceased and the living members of the community". In the wedding ritual, it is associated with the "transfer of an individual from one social position to another", with the union of "two marrying families" (Nikolaeva, 1998: 65) . The opinion of D. Nikolaeva is proven by the leading Buryat folklore researchers. Thus, I. Tugutov writes that "starting a dance without old men and women is a sin" (Tugutov, 1989: 83) .
On the other hand, I. Manzhigeev, who engaged in studying the Yerdynsky game, the calendar ritual of the Western Buryats, remarked that yokhor is belongs exclusively to the youth, and it is improper for older people to participate" (hereon: (Manzhigeev, 1985: 114) ).
In his work "Historical roots of white shamanism" D. Dugarov presents a description of Unga yokhor (Dugarov, 1991) .
Every ulus had a special place for dancing, usually located outside the village, in the steppe. As soon as any of the dancers cried out, "Zai, debkhereebdi!" ("Let's jump!"), the people narrowed the circle even more, standing closer shoulder to shoulder, and started moving very fast. In some districts of the republic this part of the dance is known as "shangalgyn duun"
("the fast dance song"). The tune is simpler, with one sound corresponding to each syllable of the lyrics. Sometimes, before the fastest part of the yokhor, the dancers said: "Zai, khatarae!" ("Let's trot!") Obviously, these words used to bear magical meaning, and the dance was based on the imitation of a trotting animal (lynx, horse, moose). Here we need to remember that in shamanistic rituals "the drum and horse canes had similar symbolic meanings; they represented a horse the shaman rides around the earth, goes up to the sky and descends to the dungeon of Erlen-khan" (Dugarov, Kunitsyn, 1997: 367) .
Possibly, the dance of the gathered people helped the shaman travel around the Universe. There are reasons to suppose that yokhor was performed during shamanistic rituals.
The roundelay dance played a special role in the Buryat wedding ceremony. As remarked by D. Nikolaeva (Nikolaeva, 1998) , it performed various functions: 1) dancing yokhor in a house around some food (or fireplace as the heart of the house) is a last treat for the parents and relatives of the bride, some parting words and wishes for the young wife;
2) dancing in the yard around the bonfire (farther from the centre) is preparation for changing the girl's status;
3) dancing yokhor in the street around the bonfire (the street symbolizes the borderline between the "domestic" and "strange", "outside" (Dugarov, 1991: 89) . However, we do not agree with the author, since such tradition is not found in the yokhor of Zakamensky Buryats, where it is present in two variations: the fast one referred to as ayduusay, yagaruukhay, and the slow one, undehen yookhor. This data was found during the field research of the author of the present article in Zakamensky district of Buryatia (1995 Buryatia ( , 1996 .
In Zakamensky district, roundelay is performed according to the contrast tempo interchange principle: slow -fast -slow -fast … Some of the researchers claim that the dance moves mostly depend on the yokhor lyrics and even on one word in the chorus cried out by the dancers before it starts. The lyrics of the fast and the slow yokhor verses can be the same, while the chorus is always based on the key words determining the types of the dancing moves.
In the earlier period, the words accompanying the dance did not bear any meaning. However, they were traditional and known to all the performers. Repeating the same songs day by day, year by year, the dancers brought performance to automatism. The dance mesmerized people with its rhythm so much that they started omitting words in every line.
D. Dugarov writes: "When I heard the real
Tunkinsky yokhor for the first time, I was astonished by the eurhythmy of the dancers, but after a while I realized that I did not any longer understand what they sang. It turned out that they omitted the first words of each line, just did not sing them anymore, turning the song into something absurd" (Dugarov, 1991: 108) . In Tibet language, the word `cham has two meanings. As a verb, it can be translated both as "to dance" and "arrive to concord" (in the latter case, it can be spelt as `cham, or bcam as an option). The noun `cham ра, therefore, means both "dance" and "concordance". Interestingly, in the meaning "dance", the word `cham can be only applied to religious celebrations and ceremonies.
Speaking of secular dance performances, the word gar is normally used. In Russian Oriental Studies, the word `cham is transcribed as tsam in Khalkha tradition: first of all, Russian researchers studied this mystery play in the Buryat-Mongolian areal;
secondly, this term is most frequently used by the people that profess Buddhism in the territory of Russia (Kolpetskaia, 2011) .
The homeland of tsam is Tibet. It is claimed Near the external circle, the orchestra was seated.
The dancers would come out to the dancing area to the sounds of cult musical instruments.
In her tsam research, V.Ts. Naidakova outlines three groups of the mystery play characters (Naidakova, 1997) . The first one is the sinister dokshit masks, the genius protectors of Buddhism. Their masks are painted blue, green, red, and dark yellow. The dokshit faces are drawn with the grimaces of fury, anger, indignation.
Each of them has the third eye, urna, the allseeing eye in the forehead. The sinister deities are supposed to kill the heretics and enemies of religion, to inspire fear and horror in the audience.
Each dokshit is accompanied with his escort.
Choydzhil ( In the opinion of B.P. Sal'mont, Dzharok (Kre) is the least remarkable, a discreet "but highly expressive figure, depicting the enemy of the faith" (Salʻmont, 1928: 192) . The costume of Dzharok reminded of a raven. The actor wore tight black clothes, with "something like a short skirt, looking like some feathers" around his waist (Salʻmont, 1928: 192) . The bird mask with a red beak was also painted black. The researcher emphasizes that this role ("a shameful one") was never played by a lama. They would never choose to play an enemy of the faith. Traditionally, a poor man was hired for the role.
The third group includes human characters:
Geser Bogdo Khan, a national epos hero, 22
shanaks (the supervisor lamas), Khoshin Khan and his sons. (Salʻmont, 1928: 194) .
It is well-known that in Hambin temple of Buryatia the final dance was the dance of dokshits around the Linka. Then the Linka would be ritually cut into pieces. As V.Ts. Naidakova remarks, during the dokshits' dance the ministers of religion carried the Sor outside the monastery premises to burn it on a bonfire (Naidakova, 1997) .
The final part of the mystery play is described in more details by B.P. Sal'mont. Approximately one kilometre away from the temple, a hay hut (obokhey) was made. Two lamas with tied mouths carried the Sor out. The symbolic three- The Sor was bent down and thrown into the fire" (Salʻmont, 1928: 208) . At this moment of climax, the huge brass elephant trunk-shaped instrument ukher-bure made a powerful, shrieking sound, and the khengerege drums played tremolo. Then the parade would return to the temple premises. Tsam researchers believe that its roots are ancient, going back to the pre-Buddhist times. The dance mystery play genesis is still understudied.
The only known fact is that it is much older than Lamaism it is normally associated with, and that tsam masks' prototypes should be looked for among the shamanist spirits, ancestor spirits or even the hunting cult.
One of the most important traits of folklore is its inclusiveness, i.e. the involvement of the folklore culture and its separate components into the ethnos life. One of the indicators of such inclusiveness is the fact that various folklore elements, sustainable as a national tradition, still exist today. Being included not only in the everyday life and industrial practice of people, they play an essential role in the development and evolution of the professional musical and choreographic art of Buryatia.
